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Abstract: This research attempts to look at the allocation of inheritance in polygamous marriages, as adjudicated by the Indonesian Islamic courts, commonly known as the Religious Courts. In a polygamous marriage, the inheritance distribution often faces more complex challenges. This research is grounded in an analysis of decisions from the Religious Courts, including both first-instance and appellate court rulings. The findings indicate that inheritance distribution in polygamous marriages relies not just on the Islamic Law Compilation, but also on the Indonesian Civil Code. Moreover, the judges employed two approaches to resolve disputes: Islamic jurisprudence (\textit{fiqh}) and the Islamic Law Compilation, which is the codified Islamic law in Indonesia. When the judges referred to the classical texts of Islamic jurisprudence, they allocated the entirety of the inherited properties among the heirs. Negotiation occurred when judges opted for the Islamic Law Compilation instead of classical \textit{fiqh}, leading them to consider the concept of joint property and distinguish it from the estates. Ultimately, the Appellate Court judges appeared more progressive, taking into account the Indonesian context and ensuring justice for wives in polygamous marriages.
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Introducción

La mayoría de los países musulmanes impone restricciones sobre el matrimonio poligámico, aunque, con alguna excepción, Turquía y Túnez, prohiben de forma explícita el matrimonio poligámico. Por otro lado, Pakistán, Bangladesh, Malasia, y Singapur permiten el matrimonio poligámico bajo condiciones que indican en sus leyes. Indonesia es uno de los países en los que el matrimonio poligámico está legalizado, aunque requiere la autorización del juez. Algunos estudios han analizado aspectos específicos de matrimonio poligámico, incluyendo el matrimonio registrado y el matrimonio no registrado, la legitimación de matrimonios poligámicos que no están registrados, y la protección de las mujeres y los niños en matrimonios poligámicos. Sin embargo, la investigación específica sobre conflictos inherentes a matrimonios poligámicos es escasa.

Este trabajo tiene como objetivo contribuir al estudio de la literatura sobre el juicio en los tribunales religiosos para resolver conflictos inherentes a matrimonios poligámicos. Analiza dos casos específicos de tribunales religiosos.

Decisions: Decision Number 419/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS and Decision Number 103/Pdt.G/2021/PTA.JK. Both decisions pertain to inheritance disputes within the context of polygamous marriages.

In both cases, the inheritance properties were controlled by the second wives and their children. The first wives contended that the estates should be distributed according to Islamic law. Additionally, the first wives and their children acknowledged that their late husbands had granted them certain properties. However, these granted properties were not mentioned in the lawsuit’s posita (reasons) and petitum (requests). Despite this, the judges included these properties as part of the inheritance. In resolving these cases, the judges reached different conclusions, particularly regarding the status of the properties left by the testator. These differences significantly impacted the shares allotted to the two wives and their children in the polygamous marriage.

The normative rules of Islamic inheritance are articulated in the Quran, specifically in Surah al-Nisa, verses 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 176. These rules encompass the principles and terms for distributing inheritance among individuals. In Indonesia, these Islamic inheritance rules are codified in the Islamic Law Compilation. However, there are notable differences between the principles of inheritance division in the Compilation of Islamic Law and those in classical Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh). For instance, the Islamic Law Compilation acknowledges the concept of joint property between a husband and wife within a marriage. This implies that the surviving spouse is entitled to half of the joint property, with the remaining half considered the deceased’s estate to be inherited. In contrast, classical Islamic jurisprudence does not recognize the concept of joint property in marriage. As a result, upon the husband’s death, all assets are treated as inherited property to be distributed among all heirs.

The stipulations in the Islamic Law Compilation have been a subject of debate. Nevertheless, this compilation is frequently used as a reference and source of law in the Religious Courts. According to Article 49 of Law Number 3 of 2006, inheritance falls under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Religious Courts.
Religious Courts, and thus, the Islamic Law Compilation should be applied as the legitimate source of law for resolving and deciding inheritance cases. Given that Indonesian society observes three systems of inheritance law in Islamic law, state law, and customary law the practice of inheritance division in the Religious Courts warrants examination to determine if judges strictly adhere to these material laws. This study, in particular, investigates the variations in judicial decisions when resolving inheritance disputes in polygamous marriages. This scrutiny is essential to understanding the decision-making process in the Religious Courts, where Islamic law is applied in contemporary contexts, especially in complex cases like inheritance disputes in polygamous marriages.

Inheritance in a Polygamous Marriage

Indonesia upholds monogamous marriage, as outlined in Marriage Law Number 1 of 1974. However, the state permits men to marry more than one woman under certain conditions, as specified in Article 3 Paragraph 2 of the same law, which mandates that a husband must seek a polygamy permit from the Religious Court. To obtain this permit, two sets of conditions must be met: alternative conditions, as detailed in paragraph 2 of Article 4, and cumulative conditions, as outlined in Marriage Law Number 1 of 1974’s Article 5 Paragraph 1. Judges assess these petitions in accordance with the guidelines provided in Government Regulation Number 9 of 1975, Article 41. If granted by the Religious Courts, the polygamous marriage can be registered as stipulated by Supreme Court Regulation Number 20 of 2019, and a marriage certificate can be obtained from the Religious Affairs Office. Consequently, the marriage is recognized as lawful by the state, entitling both husband and wife to rights and obligations specified by law. Similar restrictions on polygamy exist in Malaysia, governed by the Islamic Family Law (IFL).

26 Landy Trisna Abdurrahman, “Conflict in Islamic Jurisprudence: Noel J. Coulson’s Historical Approach and His Contribution to the Study of Islamic Law,” Journal of Islamic Law 3, no. 1 (February 9, 2022), https://doi.org/10.24260/jil.v3i1.495.\uc0\u8221{}{\i{}Journal of Islamic Law} 3, no. 1 (February 9, 2022)
27 Abdurrahman Kasdi and Khoiril Anwar, “Inheritance Distribution of Adopted Children in The Perspective of Customary Law and Islamic Law Compilation: Case Study of the Application of Inheritance Law in Kudus,” Al-Ahkam, 29, no. 2 (November 7, 2019): 141–58, https://doi.org/10.21580/ahkam.2019.29.2.4203.determine the position of adopted children’s inheritance rights, as well as the application of the distribution of inheritance for adopted children in Customary Law and Compilation of Islamic Law in Kudus Regency. The method used is qualitative with a comparative approach. The results showed that the teachings of Islam did not deny the existence of adopted children as far as giving welfare and education to children. The position of adopted children in customary law is influenced by the family or family system. Their position from one region to another varies. In the case of the application of the distribution of inheritance for adopted children in adat law in Kudus District, several provisions of customary law state that the portion of adopted children is equated with the portion of biological children (if there is inheritance rights.
The regulations governing Muslim inheritance are delineated in Book II, from Article 171 to Article 193 of the Islamic Law Compilation. According to Article 171, point e, of this Law, inheritance property comprises the owned property of an individual and joint property, which is divided by two and adjusted for the needs, debts, and bequests of the deceased until their demise. Joint property is defined as assets acquired during marriage, as stated in Article 35, paragraph 1 of Marriage Law Number 1 of 1974. Depending on mutual agreement, joint property can be registered under the name of either the husband or the wife. Such joint property may originate from either spouse individually or from both jointly. The regulations concerning joint property in polygamous marriages are stipulated in Article 65 of Law Number 1 of 1974. Assets owned by either spouse before marriage are categorized as personal property and do not automatically become joint property unless there is a formal agreement, as specified in Article 35, paragraph 2 of the Marriage Law.

In monogamous marriages, the complexities surrounding inheritance and joint property divisions are comparatively less pronounced than in polygamous unions, as previously discussed. According to Islamic inheritance law (faraidh or fiqh al-mawaris), in inheritance distributions, a wife is entitled to one-eighth of the inherited properties left by her husband if he has offspring(s). In the absence of offspring(s), the wife’s share increases to one-fourth. Consequently, there are no disparities in inheritance divisions for wives, whether in monogamous or polygamous marriages. In contrast the Islamic Law Compilation mandates a distinction between the inherited properties of the husband and joint property to be shared with his wife. As per Article 97 of the Islamic Law Compilation, joint property is to be divided equally between the husband and wife, unless a prenuptial agreement specifies otherwise.

The complexity emerges in inheritance division when the Islamic Law Compilation mandates the division of joint property. According to Article 94 of the Islamic Law Compilation, in a polygamous marriage, the deceased husband’s property should be allocated to the joint property of the first and second wife. This aligns with the provisions outlined in Article 94 of the Compilation of Islamic Law (Paragraph 1), which stipulates, “Joint property from the marriage of a husband who has more than one wife, each separate and independent.” Additionally, Article 94 (2) specifies that ownership of joint property resulting from the marriage of a husband with multiple wives, as mentioned in Paragraph (1), is to be calculated at the time of the second, third, or fourth marriage contract. Furthermore, Article 190 of the Islamic Law Compilation states that for a testator with multiple wives, each wife is entitled to a portion of the joint property acquired during the marriage, while the entire share of the testator constitutes the right of the heirs.

In Book II on Guidelines for the Implementation of Duties and Administration of Religious Courts, it is elucidated that property acquired during a marriage with the first wife is to be regarded as joint property of the husband and the first wife. Conversely, in a polygamous marriage, property obtained during the marriage is deemed joint property among the husband, the first wife, and the second wife. The calculation entails that during a monogamous marriage period, the first wife is entitled to half of the joint property, whereas during a polygamous marriage, she is entitled to one-third. Conversely, the second wife only obtains one-third of the joint property from the polygamous marriage. The deceased husband is entitled to one-third of the total joint property, which, when combined with his personal property, constitutes the inheritance to be distributed among the heirs, including his wives and children.

Furthermore, based on the Islamic Law Compilation, the wife or wives are categorized under dzawil furudh, individuals whose share of Islamic law has determined the law of inheritance. If the testator passes away without leaving children, the wife is entitled to one-fourth of the inheritance. Conversely, if the testator leaves behind children, the wife’s share is reduced to one-eighth of the inheritance (The Compilation of Islamic Law, Article 180). On the contrary, if the wife deceases, the husband inherits half of his wife’s estate if she does not leave behind any children or grandchildren from her sons. In the presence of children or grandchildren, the husband’s share is reduced to one-fourth of his wife’s inheritance.

Inheritance Disputes in Polygamous Marriages in Court Decisions

This section will explore the rulings on inheritance disputes within polygamous marriages, exemplified by Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS and Decision Number 103/Pdt.G/2021/PTA. JK.

1. Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS

This case involves four plaintiffs: the first wife, two sons, and a daughter, who have taken legal action against the defendants, comprising the second wife and her two biological daughters.

---


The plaintiffs initiated this lawsuit following the death of their husband and father, as the distribution of inheritance had not occurred. Allegedly, all properties belonging to the deceased, both movable and immovable, were under the control of the second wife. The plaintiffs sought the court’s recognition of their status as rightful heirs of the deceased and requested entitlement to their inheritance according to Islamic law. Additionally, they requested that all properties be sold at the State Auction Hall.

Both parties are represented by their legal counsels. Despite the court’s directive for reconciliation and mediation, these efforts proved unsuccessful, prompting the trial to proceed. The judge panel formally presented the lawsuit, to which the defendants responded with a counterclaim. Subsequently, the plaintiffs submitted their second declaration, or replik, in response to the defendants’ counterclaims. Both parties presented evidence and called upon two witnesses each during the proceedings.

In the final decision, the judge panel ruled in favor of certain aspects of the plaintiffs’ claims. This ruling identifies the heirs and specifies their respective shares of the inheritance. Two wives are allocated 7/126 shares each, two sons receive 32/126 shares each, and three daughters are entitled to 16/126 shares each. The inherited properties encompass land, a building, two apartment units, and a house.

2. Decision Number 103/Pdt.G/2021/PTA.JK

This appellate court decision involves the first wife, her children, the second wife, and her children. The decision, submitted to the first-instance court, overturns the initial ruling. The appellate judges granted some of the claims requested by the plaintiffs. These include recognizing the first wife and her children, as well as the second wife and her children, as the heirs of the deceased. Moreover, the judges specified the joint assets of the deceased husband and his two wives, comprising two apartment units and a house.

Furthermore, the judges determined that the joint properties should be divided into three before the inheritance distribution. Subsequently, one-third of the husband’s share was allocated among his heirs. Lastly, the judges determined the shares of each heir as follows: 1) 133/336 shares for the first wife; 2) 20/336 shares for each of the two sons from the first wife; 3) 10/336 shares for the daughter from the first wife; 4) 133/336 shares for the second wife; and 5) 10/336 shares for each of the two daughters from the second wife.

Judges’ Considerations in Determining the Heir’s Estate in Polygamous Marriages

The definition of inheritance property as specified in Article 171(d) of the Islamic Law Compilation refers to the Maliki, Shafi‘i, and Hanbali madhhabs. These three madhhabs define the estate as “everything left by the deceased, including properties, rights, and both material and non-material rights.” Similarly, the Egyptian Law of Inheritance defines the estate as “everything left by the deceased, encompassing all assets and responsibilities related to others’ rights, including care and funeral costs, and debt settlement such as ainiyah and mutlaqah debts, with the remainder to be passed down and bequeathed to the heirs”.  

Article 171(e) of the Islamic Law Compilation further clarifies that inheritance property consists of both inherited and shared joint property, after deductions for care and funeral costs, debt payments, and gifts to the deceased’s relatives. This definition is applied in both Decisions analyzed in this study. Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS includes the phrase “determining the inheritance of the heir,” whereas Decision Number 103/Pdt.G/2021/PTA.JK employs the term “heir’s inheritance.”

The judges’ differing word choices in these two decisions reflect their distinct perspectives on inheritance properties. In the first-instance Decision, the judges deemed all disputed objects as inheritance property solely owned by the deceased. Conversely, the appellate Decision considered that the properties should first be deducted from the joint property shared with the deceased’s wives, with the remainder distributed to all heirs. In essence, the second Decision acknowledges the concept of joint property in a marriage. Despite the variation in terminology, both Decisions ultimately determine a similar distribution of the inheritance shares.

Among the disputed objects, only the first and second were mentioned in the lawsuit, while the third and fourth were not. However, the trial revealed that the testator had granted the second and third objects to the first wife and their daughters. In light of this, the judges ruled that the third and fourth objects should be distributed as part of the husband’s inheritance property for the following reasons:

a) The spouse’s grants to his first wife are prohibited; therefore, the granted properties should be considered part of the inheritance properties.

In Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS, the judges determined that the house inhabited by the plaintiffs (the first wife) should be included in the legacy to be divided among the heirs, despite the house not being mentioned in the plaintiffs’ petition. This decision was influenced by the defendants’ demand that the house be considered part of the inheritance. The plaintiffs objected, asserting that the house was legally their property following a grant from the testator, formalized by a notary on July 11, 2005. In response to this objection, the judges referred to Article 1678 of the Indonesian Civil Code, which stipulates that grants between spouses are prohibited throughout their wedded life.

A grant or hibah, as defined in Article 171(g) of the Islamic Law Compilation, refers to the voluntary transfer of something from one person to another without expecting any compensation. Similarly, Article 668, point 9, of the Sharia Economic Law Compilation, stipulates that hibah is the transfer of ownership of an item to another person without any return.

The Islamic Law Compilation does not explicitly outline the fundamental components of grants but specifies the conditions, which imply that the essential elements include the grantee, the giver, the property, and witnesses. In contrast, the Sharia Economic Law Compilation explicitly defines the foundations of grants in Article 685, which includes the wahib (giver), mawhub (recipient), mawhub bih (object), iqrar (statement), and qabd (handover). Comparing these two laws reveals that their foundational elements align closely with the views of the majority of Islamic legal scholars, albeit with some differences. The Compilation of Islamic Law does not explicitly mention ijab-qabul (offer and acceptance) and includes witnesses as a requirement. Meanwhile, the Compilation of Sharia Economic Law includes qabd (handover) along with the grantor, grantee, granted object, and statement.44

---

Article 210 of the Compilation of Islamic Law states that the conditions for a grantee include being at least 21 years old, of sound mind, and acting without coercion. The property must rightfully belong to the grantee, and the amount should not exceed one-third of the grantee’s total property. Additionally, the grant must be given to a person or institution and witnessed by two individuals. The age requirement is based on the Civil Code rather than Islamic law. Furthermore, the stipulation that the grant amount must not exceed one-third of the grantee’s total property aligns with the conditions for a will and is intended for the benefit of the community.\(^{45}\)

Articles 704–707 of the Sharia Economic Law Compilation stipulate that the grantee must be of sound mind, mature, and act without coercion, being at least 18 years old or married. Additionally, the grantee may be a child capable of acting like an adult (mumayyiz) or not yet mumayyiz if their guardian manages the property. The object of the grant must belong to the grantee or be authorized by the owner, and it must be specific and known. The iqar (statement) can be expressed through words, writing, gestures, or actions. Moreover, the qabd (handover) requires permission to receive the goods from the grantee.\(^{46}\)

Moreover, Article 715 of the Sharia Economic Law Compilation stipulates that if a husband or wife, while still married, give grants to each other, they are not entitled to withdraw their respective grants after the transfer of property. Although this Article specifies that the grantor cannot withdraw the grant, it implies that a husband’s grant to his wife, or vice versa, is permitted. Additionally, Articles 86 and 87 of the Compilation of Islamic Law indicate that a husband has the right to grant his property to his wife, and the wife to her husband.\(^{47}\) Therefore, when considering the elements and conditions of grants according to the opinions of scholars, as well as the stipulations in the Islamic Law Compilation (KHI) and the Sharia Economic Law Compilation (KHES) as outlined above,\(^{48}\) there is no prohibition against a husband granting an object to his wife, whether movable or immovable. This legitimizes the exchange of grants between between spouses, permitting a husband to grant his property to his wife and vice versa.

Referring to Republic of Indonesia Minister of Religious Affairs’ Decision No. 154 of 1991, which serves as the guidance for implementing Presidential Instruction Number 1 of 1991 on the dissemination of the Compilation of Islamic Law to all government agencies and the community through orientation, upgrading, or legal counseling, it is evident that since 1991, the practice of grants for Muslims has been guided by the Compilation of Islamic Law. Consequently, grants from husbands to wives or vice versa are permissible. This stance contrasts with the determination in Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS, which ruled that the house granted by the testator to his first wife should be included in the testator’s inheritance.

However, the outcome would differ if the opinions of Ulama as reflected in the Compilation of Islamic Law and the Compilation of Islamic Economic Law were applied. One crucial condition

---


\(^{46}\) Ulya, “Hibah Perspektif Fikih, KHI Dan KHES.”


is that the granted object must be fully owned by the grantee. In Decision Number 4191, the granted object was not fully owned by the grantee because the property was acquired during the marriage with both the first and second wives. This implies that the property is considered joint property between the testator and his two wives, in accordance with Article 35 of Marriage Law No. 1 of 1974. If the husband intended to present the property as a gift, Article 36, Paragraph 1 of Marriage Law Number 1 of 1974 requires the consent of both wives. A similar stipulation is found in Article 92 of the Islamic Law Compilation, which states, “A husband or wife, without the consent of the other party, is not allowed to sell or transfer joint property.” This implies that any legal action related to the property must involve the consent of all parties.49

Additionally, Article 705 of the Sharia Economic Law Compilation stipulates that one party can grant shared property to another if the other party consents, even if this consent is given after the property handover. The second wife’s demand to include the property as part of the inheritance implies her approval of the grant.

The judges’ refusal to accept the property transfer from the husband to the first wife as a grant serves as evidence of its illegality, even with official recording by a Notary Public and Land Titles Registrar (PPAT). This practice is deemed legally flawed, void, and without legal force as it contradicts Article 36 verse (1) of 1974’s Law Number 1, Section 92 of the Islamic Law Compilation, and Article 1678 of the Indonesian Civil Code. Muslims are subject to the first and second laws, as agreed by the Indonesian Ulama.50 Additionally, the Compilation of Sharia Economic Law and the Indonesian Ulama Council’s Fatwa are considered material laws in resolving and deciding cases within the authority of the Religious Courts.51

b) Parent’s Grant to Child is Considered as Inheritance
One of the objects designated as inherited property in Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS is an apartment unit. Initially, this object was not included in the petitum of the lawsuit. However, during the trial, it was revealed that the testator had granted the apartment to his daughter (Plaintiff III) during his lifetime, formalized before a notary and PPAT. Plaintiff III subsequently transferred the apartment to her mother, Plaintiff I, with the testator’s consent.

The panel of judges concluded that the apartment should be included the decedent’s inheritance to be devided among all inheritors, pursuant to Section 211 of the Islamic Law Compilation, which states, “grants from parents to their children can be calculated as inheritance.” Additionally, the panel referenced Article 1086 of the Civil Code, which stipulates, “grants given by the testator to his children/heirs down the line must be re-included in the calculation of the testator’s estate.”

There is no forbiddance on parents granting their assets to their children from the perspective of fiqh. However, it is recommended that such grants be made fairly.52 The Maliki, Hanafite, and Shafi’ite schools consider it undesirable (makruh) to make unjust grants to children, though if the grants are already given, even if unfairly, they remain valid.53

50 Hermawan and Sumardjo, “Kompilasi Hukum Islam Sebagai Hukum Materiil Pada Peradilan Agama.”
scholars argue that fairness in granting is obligatory, meaning unfair grants should be canceled and revoked. In contrast, Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal permits unequal grants among children if there are justifiable reasons known to the testator. Al-Shaukani, however, insists that fairness is obligatory and unequal grants are prohibited (haram). Most Islamic legal scholars believe fairness in grants should mean equal shares for males and females. Nonetheless, Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan, Ahmad, and Ishak, from the Shafi‘ite and Maliki schools, argue that fairness in grants should follow the inheritance model, where males receive two shares of the total grants.

The Compilation of Islamic Law’s article 211 governs gifts given by parents to their offspring, reflecting Indonesia’s social and cultural realities and the living law. The term “may” in Article 211 is not imperative but alternative, allowing parties to choose whether to consider grants as part of the inheritance. This Article is not mandatory but serves as an option in specific circumstances. Additionally, Article 211 can be applied in inheritance disputes among heirs when the deceased parents have previously distributed their estate as a grant to one or some of the children.

By invoking Article 211 of the Islamic Law Compilation, the decision of the judge’s panel in Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS that the apartment unit should be included in the testator’s inheritance is justified. Moreover, this decision aligns with the principle of maslahah, as excluding the apartment unit from the inheritance could result in injustice and potentially provoke envy among heirs who did not receive any grants from their father.


Verdict Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS and Verdict Number 103/Pdt.G/2021/PTA.JK pertain to polygamous marriages that have been legally recognized by the state. These marriages were authorized by the Religious Courts and certified by the Office of Religious Affairs (KUA). Given this legal recognition, all parties involved, including the wives and their children, have the right to bring inheritance disputes before the Religious Courts.

Decision Number 103/Pdt.G/2021/PTA.JK constitutes an appellate ruling. In this instance, the first wife and her children initiated legal action due to the defendants, comprising the second wife and her children, managing the estates. In the initial trial, the court identified the deceased’s heirs and their respective shares, a decision the plaintiffs found unsatisfactory. Hence, they appealed to the higher Religious Court for a reevaluation of the case. Another basis for this lawsuit is the defendants’ reluctance to divide the inheritance according to the rules of Islam.

Primarily, the discrepancy between the verdict of First-level court and Appeal courts lies in the treatment of the estates as inheritance properties, disregarding the presence of joint property within the marriage. This divergence, as perceived by the authors, stems from

---

56 Luthfi, Hibah Jangan Salah, 56.
57 Sabiq, Fiqih Sunnah, 14:191.
59 Zainuddin, Pelaksanaan Hukum Waris Di Indonesia (Jakarta: Sinar Grafika, 2008), 25.
the judges’ preference for classical Islamic jurisprudence rules of inheritance (fiqh mawaris), which do not acknowledge shared assets, unlike the Islamic Law Compilation. This observation underscores the earlier findings by Euis Nurlaleawati, indicating that certain Religious Court judges exhibit a preference for employing Islamic legal doctrines from classical texts over the Islamic Law Compilation.\(^6\)

Conversely, the appellate judges instructed the litigants to account for the joint property, necessitating the deduction of the estates from the joint assets before their distribution as inheritance properties. Identifying shared assets entails considering the duration of the testator’s marriages with the first and second spouses, spanning from 2005 to 2018. Specifically, the marriage with the first wife endured from 1975 to 2018, while the marriage with the second wife lasted from 1991 to 2018. The appellate judges allocated the joint assets into thirds, apportioning one-third to each of the first wife, second wife, and husband. Subsequently, the husband’s share assumes the form of his inheritance. This allocation aligns with various legal provisions, including Article 35, Paragraph 1 of Marriage Law No. 1 of 1974, Article 94, Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Islamic Law Compilation, Section 96, Verse 1 of the Islamic Law Compilation, Section 190 of the Islamic Law Compilation, and Book II on Guidelines for the Implementation of Duties and Administration of Religious Courts.\(^6\)

Furthermore, another notable distinction between the judges in the first First-level court and Appeal courts pertained to the calculation of the asl al-mas’alah or the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of all denominators utilized in the inheritance distribution calculations. According to Islamic inheritance law, all denominators should be divisible by the LCM. The determination of the LCM involves employing methods such as mubayanah or tabayun, which entails finding the LCM by multiplying the denominators together. For instance, if the fractional numbers are 1/2 and 1/3, the LCM is obtained by multiplying the two denominators, resulting in 2 x 3 = 6. Another method is mudakhalah or tadakhul, utilized when one denominator is a multiple of the other. For instance, the LCM of 2/3 and 1/6 is 6. The next method is muwafaqah or tawafuq, employed when the denominators share a factor. It is determined by multiplying 1/2 with the denominators. For example, in the case of shares of 1/6 and 1/8, the LCM would be 24, obtained from the multiplication of ½ x 6 x 8. Finally, there is mumathalah or tamathul, which applies when the denominators are the same. For example, the LCM of 1/3 and 2/3 is 3.\(^6\)

The appellate court, following a correction (tasḥiḥ) to ensure accuracy, established the inheritance shares for each heir using 112 as the Least Common Multiple (LCM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owners of the joint property</th>
<th>1/3</th>
<th>8/24</th>
<th>112</th>
<th>336</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First wife</td>
<td>8/24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second wife</td>
<td>8/24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testator</td>
<td>8/24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) Nurlaelawati, “Expansive Legal Interpretation and Muslim Judges’ Approach to Polygamy in Indonesia.”

\(^6\) Buku II Pedoman Teknis Administrasi Dan Teknis Peradilan Agama Edisi Tahun 2013, 146.

In the initial court proceedings, the judges allocated each heir's share according to Article 180 of the Islamic Law Compilation, while the wives' entitlements were determined grounded in Quran Surah An-Nisa, verse 12. As per this stipulation, a wife would receive a quarter of the estate if the deceased had no children or grandchildren from his sons, or one-eighth if such descendants were present. This principle applies uniformly in polygamous unions, where one-fourth or one-eighth shares are divided equitably based on the number of wives involved.

In allocating the children's shares, the judges referenced Quran Surah An-Nisa', verse 11, which specifies that a son's entitlement equals that of two daughters. This legal principle was also upheld by the appellate judges. The divergent rulings between the two courts stemmed from their contrasting methodologies in determining the properties' status. The breakdown of the calculation is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heirs</th>
<th>Fard of the heirs</th>
<th>LCM</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Shares of each heir individually</th>
<th>Tashih 8x14=112</th>
<th>Shares of each wife + joint property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 wives</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1/8x8=1</td>
<td>1/8x1/3= 1/24</td>
<td>1/8x112=14</td>
<td>112x2 + 14=238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@wife 7</td>
<td></td>
<td>119/336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 daughters 2 sons</td>
<td>Asabah bil ghair</td>
<td>8-1=7</td>
<td>7/8x1/3=7/24</td>
<td>112-14=98</td>
<td>98/336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@daughter 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@boy 28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculation presented above diverges from Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA.JS, where 126 was determined as the Least Common Multiple (LCM). The authors contend that this LCM is erroneous, as evidenced by the subsequent calculation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heirs</th>
<th>Fard of the heirs</th>
<th>Asl al-Mas’alah</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Individual share</th>
<th>Tashih 8x2=16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 wives</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>1/8 x 126 = 15.75</td>
<td>15.75 : 2= 7.875</td>
<td>1/8 x16=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@wife 1/16</td>
<td>16-2=14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@ daughter 2</td>
<td>14:7=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@ boy 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 daughters 2 boys</td>
<td>Asabah bil ghair</td>
<td>8-1=7</td>
<td>7:7 =1</td>
<td>110.25</td>
<td>110.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@daughter 15.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>@ boy 31.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The calculation above illustrates the share of each heir expressed as a fraction. In Islamic inheritance law, fractions are integral for determining inheritance shares. It appears that 126 is derived from the correction (tasḥiḥ) of the LCM, as the initial LCM is 8. Wives are considered asḥabul furud (heirs whose shares are specified in the Quran), with one-eighth of the shares.

Ensuring Women’s Right to Marital Property in a Polygamous Marriage

In polygamous marriages, women frequently encounter challenges in securing their entitlements to marital assets, including joint property, maintenance, and inheritance, particularly in cases of unauthorized polygamy.63 This research examines two judicial rulings, demonstrating that even within the bounds of legal polygamy, realizing women’s rights to marital property can present difficulties. Neglecting joint property in inheritance allocation is also conceivable in monogamous marriages, yet these court decisions highlight the potential for heightened complexity in polygamous unions.

In a prior investigation conducted by Euis Nurlaelawati, it was observed that judges within the Indonesian Islamic court system often favor husbands’ requests for legal polygamy, relying on a more normative interpretation of Islamic law.64 This includes invoking the principle of maslahah (benefit) while seeking to avoid mafsadah (harm). Additionally, the research underscores a tendency among judges to marginalize the perspectives of women. This aligns with the observation made in the first-instance court decision, where judges leaned towards classical fiqh, disregarding national legislation that holds greater relevance in achieving justice within the Indonesian context.

Conversely, the Appellate Court ruling demonstrates a more forward-thinking stance in addressing the complexities of inheritance within a polygamous marital framework. This can be interpreted as a departure from the traditional doctrines of classical fiqh, as the court recognizes the concept of shared property, outlined in the Islamic Law Compilation. By mandating the allocation of shares from joint assets to both wives prior to dividing the husband’s estate, the judges ensure the equitable fulfillment of each wife’s rights. This suggests a spectrum of judicial attitudes, with some judges exhibiting conservative tendencies in addressing marital property issues within polygamous unions, while others adopt a more progressive approach.

Conclusion

In summary, this investigation underscores the intricate nature of inheritance distribution within polygamous marriages, contrasting with the relative straightforwardness of monogamous unions. The complexity inherent in resolving inheritance disputes within polygamous marital contexts is evident in the varied approaches adopted by Indonesian Islamic court judges, who draw upon a range of legal frameworks. Case analyses such as Decision Number 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA,JS and Decision Number 103/Pdt.G/2021/PTA,JK illustrate that judicial deliberations extend beyond reliance solely on the Islamic Law Compilation, encompassing considerations of the Civil Code as well.

Moreover, in Verdict No. 4191/Pdt.G/2019/PA,JS, the judges applied Islamic inheritance law exclusively, overlooking the joint property status. Consequently, the entirety of the deceased’s assets

63 Nurmila, “Polygamous Marriages in Indonesia and Their Impacts on Women’s Access to Income and Property.”
64 Nurlaelawati, “Expansive Legal Interpretation and Muslim Judges’ Approach to Polygamy in Indonesia.”
was distributed without accounting for the wives' entitlement to joint property. Conversely, Decision Number 103/Pdt.G/2021/PTA.JK referenced the Islamic Law Compilation, which acknowledges joint property within marriages. Consequently, the court directed the litigants to deduct the estates with joint property, recognizing the wives' rights. Subsequently, a third of the husband's share was allocated to his heirs in accordance with Islamic inheritance law. The appellate decision demonstrates a nuanced interpretation of Islamic law, considering shared property prior to inheritance distribution. This juxtaposition suggests that the Appellate Court judges adopt a more progressive stance, mindful of the Indonesian context and equitable treatment of wives in polygamous unions.
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